1641 Lonsdale Avenue Suite #1046
North Vancouver BC
V7M 2J5
October 30, 2010
To:

Mayor and Council
City of Vancouver
453 West 12th Avenue
Vancouver BC V5Y 1V4

Mayor Robertson,
RE:

Vision Vancouver Campaign Finance 2011

As before, I am writing to inquire about whether Vision Vancouver may have accepted campaign finance
that originated indirectly from a registered charity, Tides Canada or the Endswell Foundation. I am
inquiring, for the first time, about campaign finance for the 2011 municipal election. I believe that my
concerns are a matter in which the public has a legitimate interest, therefore, I will post this letter
at my blog: www.fair-questions.com.
Previously, you have indicated that Vision Vancouver has not accepted donations from charities.
With respect, sir, that much is obvious. One has only to read Vision's campaign disclosure statements
to know that these charities are not listed as having contributed directly to Vision. This is why that's
not what I have been asking. Rather, my question is whether Vision Vancouver may have received
campaign finance from these charities indirectly, through Renewal Partners, Interdependent
Investments Ltd. and a series of P.R. firms including Strategic Communications. For 2011, Vision
disclosed substantial donations from these firms:

•
•
•

$27,500 from Renewal Partners
$18,230 from Interdependent Investments Ltd.
$25,000 from Strategic Communications

The co-founder of Endswell/Renewal Partners, Carol Newell, is reported to have contributed $31,260.
I also see that Bull Housser and Tupper, the law firm that services Endswell, contributed $40,000.
U.S. tax returns show (see the next page):

•
•
•

Tides Canada paid $286,002 to Renewal Partners in 2010.
The U.S. Tides Foundation paid Renewal Partners $257,000 in 2011.
Endswell paid Interdependent Investments Ltd. $14,828 in 2011.

My question is this: Did campaign contributions from Renewal Partners, Interdependent Investments Ltd.,
and Strategic Communications originate with Tides Canada and/or Endswell? If not, where did this
money originate? What sources of revenue do these organizations have other than the charities?
Perhaps you could ask Mr. Solomon to explain how he is re-investing the half million dollars that his
"investment firm" received from Tides USA and Tides Canada in 2010 & 2011. If this money isn't
going into the coffers of Vision Vancouver, where is it going?
At least one American donor refers to Tides Canada as a "division" of the U.S. Tides Foundation and has
funded Tides Canada for "cross-border program development" through the U.S. Tides Fouondation's
Tides Canada Exchange Fund No. 1481 (see the attached).
Lastly, I notice that Andrew Weil contributed $1,000 to Vision Vancouver for the 2011 municipal campaign.
Didn't you say that Vision would not accept donations from foreigners?
Sincerely,
Vivian Krause
c.c.

Mr. Joel Solomon

Sources:

•
•

Tides Canada Foundation's 2010 U.S. tax return, page 35.
Endswell Foundation's 2011 U.S. tax return, page 7.

Source:

•

Tides Foundation's 2011 U.S. tax return, page 38.

Source: www.foundationcenter.org

Source: www.foundationcenter.org

